Measuring Muscle Hardness is very important to be known by Chiropracticians, Acupuncturers, Athletic trainers, Knowledgeable doctors, Medical scientists and so on. However, there was no affordable Muscle Hardness tester in the world till ours has launched. Our finest Muscle Hardness Testers: called NEUTONE is developed under accomplished technology and is made of highest quality materials at ISO factory by our severe standards, Made in Japan.

The one of breakthrough features is Ball-point Sensing Pin designed at preventing stress, scratching, harm on skin during measurement operation (Patent pending). Compact and light weight design for carrying and tireless operating. For further details: visit our web site: www.try-all-jpn.com. You can see actual operation by movie and more information. **NEUTONE IS THE BEST THAT YOU CAN BUY !**

**SIMPLE**
Operation is as simple as pressing down, till touching stopper

**ACCURATE**
A constant-pressure assures uniform pressure preventing false reading due to differences between operators.

**REASONABLE**
Very affordable price but no compromised in quality